Abstract. This article proposed a new method which introduces human body structure into gesture recognition besides the traditional vision information. By establishing the target's skeleton model, the system could rule out background interference quickly from the real-time frames, then locate the target's joints accurately, and track the gestures automatically. This method applies a common monocular webcam for image input instead of expensive depth cameras or complex binocular cameras. It can build a vivid human model and simulate the target's gestures well. After a modified KNN classification which has self-learning ability, the relationships between these joints are analyzed, and the corresponding postures and movements are identified. This method avoids global scanning in each frame and simplifies the classification, thus the computation decreases sharply. The results show that the method has a good tolerance of complex background, it can solve the target missing well.
Introduction
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has become one of the major technologies today. The core issue of HCI is Vision-Based Interface (VBI), wherein gesture recognition is an important part [1] .
Gesture, as a natural and intuitive expression, contains a lot of information in line with human habits. Using hands as input devices and controlling other facilities have drew more and more attention for the advantages of convenience, non-contact, low cost and large information.
There are four main problems in most existing methods based on vision [2] [3] [4] [5] : 1. Static background; 2. Excluding non-skin area incompletely; 3. Positioning wrist vaguely; 4. Unintelligent recognition process [6] . In some systems, additional information, like depth [7] [8] , mark, which requires complicated equipment, is used to judge the target's intension. In this article, human body structure are introduced and compared with the vision information so as to improve the recognition accuracy, speed and adaptability to different scenes.
Gesture recognition system
In the proposed method, gesture recognition system is divided into four main parts: 1.Image acquisition, this module uses a simple webcam for image input; 2. Image preprocessing; 3. Skeleton modeling, the system has set two modes dealing with different scenarios: body skeleton modeling in medium distance (1.5m-5m), and palm skeleton modeling when the target is near (0.5m-1.5m). These two modes can be switched automatically; 4. Instruction. In this article, the instruction is displaying the current action, it can be further extended.
In the actual recognition, the system works by three stages: firstly, scan the real-time frames, in order to confirm whether there are objects similar to skin color, and secondly when the probable target been found, the system confirms its authenticity, then establishes its skeleton model. At last, with the model's information, the target is tracked closely and the gestures are recognized automatically.
Image preprocessing
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The process includes color segmentation, contour extraction and face recognition. The platform, which is used for real-time image processing, is built upon Opens.
Skin color segmentation. Skin color is an important physical characteristic, widely used in gesture and face recognition. The skin color can be utilized for image segmentation.
In computer vision, the commonly used color spaces are RGB, HSV, Crab, etc. According to the research by Brad ski G [9] which analyzes the distribution of different colors in different spaces and each color's performance in detection, it can be seen that in HSV, the skin color has better aggregation and constancy, mainly in the hue (H) selection. In this article, HSV is selected for color segmentation.
Through a lot of distributions of skin and non-skin colors in different scenes, the skin area is extracted according to the relations:
Where V is a pixel in image I, and is its hue value. And are two parameters related to the distribution of skin in HSV.
A binary image where skin area is highlighted can be obtained after segmentation. Contour extraction. After morphological operation on the binary image, looking for the contours with the function Find Contours, then the perimeter, area and some other information of each contour can be saved. In different areas of the human body, the ratio of perimeter and area of various contours is distinct. Thus face can be separated from hand precisely. Some interfere areas whether too narrow or too small are eliminated at the same time.
The size of the area can also reflect the distance between the target and the webcam [10] [11] . Harry-Like is a calculation of the gray value between adjacent regions in an image [12] [13] . It uses 14 rectangular prototype, which describe edge, linear and surrounded features. These features have certain discrimination to faces. After Adobos cascade, the successful classification rate is 98.7%.
Body modeling
In this article, the system expresses the gesture semantics with 2D models.
Body structure parameters. The human body is a very sophisticated system. It is a combination of various parts according to strict proportion and structure [14] [15] .
The proportion relationship used in the system is listed as follows: At the initial time, when "begin" signed by the target is detected, the system calibrated the joints automatically.
Comparing to hands, human face's structure is more stable. Seek face contour's minimum circumscribed rectangle, then the system will regard the rectangle's length as the head's height, and the rectangle's width as the head's width.
Seek the centers in the face contour and hand contours, then the system regards the centers' positions as the head node and hand nodes' position.
Build the upper body skeleton and the joints according to the human structure. For body skeleton, the system marks the target's head, neck, spine, shoulders, elbows, hands and belly.
Build the palm skeleton and mark the joints with the function cvConvexHull2 and convexity Defects. For palm skeleton, the system marks its palm center, fingerprints, finger roots and wrist. The palm center is the hand contour's center. The fingerprints locating at the peaks of the convex hull, while the finger roots are at the valley of the convexity defects. Draw a circle at the palm center with a radius equaling the largest distance from the convex-hull point to the palm center. The wrist points are the intersection of the hand contour and the circle. 
Gesture recognition
Gestures compose of postures and movements. They can be recognized by locating every joint [18] [19] [20] .
Posture Recognition. With regard to the feedback position of each joint, the system can acquire its coordinate , where n is the number of correspond joint. For each frame I, a vector represent the posture is obtained. Classify by GNC, the system can identify the current semantic.
Grouping neighbor classification (GNC). Based on KNN [21] [22] , GNC is a modified classification algorithm by optimizing the classification model and developing its self-learning ability.
Suppose there are N vectors, as for samples, divided into x groups through training, and there are vectors in one group. If there is an unknown vector, and the classification steps are: a)
Step.1: calculate the Euclidean distance between the input vector and each center; b)
Step.2: take the minimum distance out, and save the group serial number I (0<i<x); c) Step.3: calculate the closed distance between every group center; d) Step.4: if , sort the vector into the th group; otherwise make it the th group; ρ is a parameter related to classification; e) Step.5: update the center of the changed group; f) Step.6: get the next unsorted vector; g) Step.7: repeat the above steps. This classification method can utilize a smaller storage, get a faster calculation and self-learning ability. It has a good stability for different postures in different situations.
Movement recognition. The changed position reflects the node's movement. For one joint at , after 33ms, the system will get its new position . Thus the joint's displacement and velocity can be obtained with . Classify these displacements and velocity, and the joint's movement can be recognized. The system can gain all direction, speed and path by comparing in the th frame and in the th frame. Combine the posture and motion, the system can determine the actual significance of the current gesture.
For examples: recognize different angles between arms and the torso like the follow. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces human body structure into the traditional monocular vision-based gesture recognition system. The optimized system builds skeleton model by locating the joints, and expresses complex gestures with a simple point-line model. It reduces the computation complexity and simplifies the recognition. This multi-feature fusion recognition enhances the accuracy and stability of gesture recognition. In addition, the GNC is a self-learning algorithm. It is robust in different circumstances and classifies the gestures rapidly and precisely.
